Manage Every Drop with
FleetConnect a World Kinect
Energy Services Solution
FleetConnect is revolutionizing the fleet fueling industry with a reliable and effortless way
to quickly fuel trucks, equipment, ships, and/or planes, then transmit the fueling information
wirelessly to the accounting office.
Eliminating the stress and hassle of manual ticket writing and posting will provide your
employee’s freedom to complete their daily tasks and ensure 100% data accuracy and integrity.

Operational Efficiency
Data integrity
Eliminates risk for transposition errors

Captures every drop of fuel dispensed
Suitable for any company with a fleet
of vehicles or equipment

Features
Paperless, secure,
web-based
system

RFID technology that
loads data directly
into FCdelivery.net

Fully automated to
prevent mis-fueling
and theft

Accounts
for product type, date
and time of fueling
event, fueler ID,
vehicle ID, gallons
dispensed,
on-road/off-road
vehicle, etc.

Durable and
weather-resistant
equipment in mobile
& stationary options

“Life before FleetConnect was very different. Each truck driver would
have to manually turn the pump on, fuel the equipment, collect a receipt,
manually write down the fuel type, machine number, and other
information, and then turn the receipt in at the end of the day where
the data was then manually entered, resulting in a journal entry.
FleetConnect has allowed us to save time and money by simplifying our
fuel management process for our on and off-road equipment.”
Gray Smith
Fred Smith Company

A WORLD KINECT ENERGY SERVICES SOLUTION

How it works
scan

fuel

track

Using RFID technology, we tag
each vehicle or other fueled
equipment so it can be scanned
using either stationary or
mobile readers.

Authorizes use based on PIN
codes, automatically releasing
the proper fuel type and set
amount if determined.

Information is uploaded to a
secure web-based account,
ready for download into most
back-office programs.

Physical Supply

Energy Procurement

Price Risk Management

Data Management

Sustainability

World Kinect Energy Services is trusted by 65,000 customers worldwide.
With 35 years of experience delivering more than 50 fuel and energy
products on time and in full, we help you solve energy challenges.
We are Everything Energy.

Visit World-Kinect.com
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